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I am very grateful to Eddie for a fascinating, accessible, well-illustrated lecture introducing us 
to one of the key issues of contemporary hermeneutics, that of the inevitability of the 
conditional and thus conditioning nature of the reader’s context and the significant 
contribution which this makes to the way we all read Scripture. 

It is helpful both pedagogically and pastorally that we were introduced to this initially strange 
and puzzling factor through the eyes of the world church, rather than as a theoretical issue. 
Even so, it is hard to come to terms with one of several implications, namely even if we 
believe in the inerrancy and divine inspiration of Scripture, we must accept that our 
understanding of any and all Scripture will not be inerrant, nor infallible nor divinely inspired. 
Any sense that ‘our’ interpretation is fully commensurate with the divinely given meaning of 
Scripture needs to be seriously re-evaluated in the light of the global churches’ perspectives. 
If we don’t we run at least two risks, either divinising the enlightenment understanding of the 
nature of ‘truth’ and/or elevating the Western way of reading the Bible and thus betraying a 
sense of superiority generated by Western imperialism from which we need to repent. This 
applies – as Eddie hinted - not only to forms of scriptural fundamentalism but also to liberal 
‘higher critical’ approaches and conclusions. 

In this response I hope to do two things – inevitably very briefly. One is to illustrate different 
readings of a well know parable – in the light of the global church. The second is to offer an 
initial reflection on the issue of how we can handle diversity without opening the flood gates 
to total relativity – which if inevitable would call in question the value of Scripture as the 
primary source for divine truth. Clearly, as Eddie’s reference to the ‘Prosperity Gospel’ 
indicated, he has no wish to do this. 

 

The ‘Good Samaritan’ 

We all know the story of the Good Samaritan and the meaning of this parable is obvious to 
all. Jesus provides us with an example of what it means to be a good neighbour. The 
Samaritan helps the wounded, vulnerable and penniless victim of the robbery – so should the 
teacher of the law who asks Jesus about being a neighbour and so should we.  This is the 
‘common sense’ meaning and concurs roughly with the way ‘good Samaritan’ has become 
part of our English language. 

If we know about St Augustine’s allegorical interpretation, where the victim is Adam – fallen 
humanity – and the Good Samaritan is Jesus, the inn is the church and the money paid over 
to the innkeeper is the sacraments etc., then obviously his approach is fanciful – to us!  On 
the other hand, I did hear Billy Graham preach a sermon along these lines (I don’t think the 
‘sacraments’ featured!) at Mission:England, Aston Villa in 1984. 

But what about some of the interpretations from around the world? John Drane, the 
respected biblical scholar and missiologist tells of his shock when he attended a Bible study 
with some young Christians who lived on Smokey Mountain – a huge rubbish tip outside 
Manilla, the capital of the Philippines. The members were people who worked and in some 
cases lived on the rubbish dumps. They lived with severe poverty and considerable 
vulnerability in many directions. They all listened to this story and were asked to identify with 
someone in the story. John chose, as most of us would also, to be the Good Samaritan – 
that’s the role model Jesus is giving. The Philippinos, on the other hand, all identified with the 
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man who had been robbed. [1]  As vulnerable people, they experienced this parable from the 
position of the rescued rather than the rescuer. 

Another account from Tanzania takes this a little further. There, like the Philippinos and for 
similar reasons people identified primarily with the robbed person. For them the obvious 
interpretation is that it is acceptable to receive help from anyone – even someone of another 
religion or ethnicity.  People who have been robbed and are near death cannot afford the 
luxury of prejudice, so they can legitimately accept help whether from Muslim, Roman 
Catholic or Jehovah’s Witness. In God’s eyes anyone can be a neighbour to us, they don’t 
have to be important and powerful or religiously pure like the priest and Levite. But this goes 
further – it underlies the Government’s policy of receiving help from any country that will offer 
it; it would be wrong to refuse aid simply because it comes from a source that you might not 
approve of.  If God sends it, it should be received. Thus, the Bible influences public policy. ‘In 
short, the story was understood to answer the question, ‘Who is my neighbour?’ not with, 
‘Whoever needs my help’ but with, ‘Whoever helps me’. [2] 

Even in the West different understandings are possible. So there are some interpreters who 
suggest that the answer to the question, ‘Who is my neighbour?’ is not, ‘anyone in need – 
like the man who has been robbed and mugged’ but rather, ‘The Samaritan’. If you read the 
text carefully Jesus asks the ‘lawyer’, ‘Which of these three… was a neighbour to the man 
who fell into the hands of robbers?’ The answer is, ‘The Samaritan’ – although the lawyer 
tries to avoid admitting this by using the words, ‘The one who showed him mercy’ (Luke 10: 
36,37). So the neighbour is the Samaritan. The last thing (even worse than having to love 
people who were bleeding) the lawyer wanted was to have to love Samaritans! As often with 
Jesus he twists things around so that the protagonist – in this case the lawyer – had to face 
his own prejudices. This interpretation adds another level of challenge to the more obvious 
one for most of us that we should help anyone in need. 

So which is correct? Perhaps with Parables it is less challenging to the core of our faith in 
Scripture. We have all heard many sermons on this and other parables and we can be swept 
along by the conviction and even the skill and oratory of the preacher. Even though it was a 
mantra of New Testament scholars during most of the last 50-60 years of the last century 
that ‘parables only have one central point’, we probably weren’t quite convinced. So coping 
with multiple meanings here is not too difficult. 

But with more ethical and doctrinal issues how can this be? Must we accept everyone’s 
interpretation as of equal validity or appear as bigoted imperialists? If so, what has happened 
to the ‘truth revealed in Scripture’? While we do well to recognise that we sit in one place and 
others sit elsewhere and so we might have different perspectives on the meaning of a 
passage, how can we handle not simply diversity but also clashing truth claims? 

I do not imagine that I can neatly solve this pressing and difficult issue for us in these 
comments.  But here are a few thoughts to hopefully kick-start the conversation. 

First, we need the humility and openness which will enable us to listen carefully and 
empathetically to other people’s understandings. It is probably a perennial temptation of at 
least some evangelicals to deal with diversity of interpretation by categorising the ‘other’ as 
having wandered away from the faith – or worse! The recent acrid responses by some to 
Rob Bell’s attempt to explore the complex issues of believing in a God of perfect love, justice 
and power together with understanding the nature of Hell, reminds us of this. 

To do this we need to be willing to explore what and how these different interpretations might 
impact on the things we believe and be prepared to rethink our positions. We need to do this 
because we should be in communion with the whole body of believers.  To do this requires 
confidence in God even above our experience and expression of our faith. 

But we also need courage – the courage which will graciously challenge other people’s views 
and so, directly or indirectly enter into debate. The famous Bereans in Acts 17:11 provide us 
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with a good role model. But there is also the courage which is prepared to say, in effect, well 
I hear your perspective – please correct me if you think I don’t understand it deeply enough – 
but for now I remain convinced that my understanding of this passage or the biblical basis for 
this doctrine or ethical stance, is the valid one. I do not, thereby reject you and my conviction 
actually commits me to continue the dialogue with you, to the best of my ability. Perhaps my 
view is only appropriate for my cultural context and should not be generalised as universally 
true, but please allow me the space I need living where I do at the time I do. Contextual 
hermeneutics requires this also! 

Obviously all of these processes are complex. We need to seek the help of the Holy Spirit to 
understand the Scriptures for which he is the ultimate author. We need to be as aware as 
possible of the rich interpretative traditions of the church universal i.e. throughout history, as 
well as global. 

But what we are also beginning to see is that if we need humility, openness and courage 
(and we could add others like confidence, faithfulness, and perseverance) then to 
understand and interpret the Bible rightly is more than having knowledge and being able 
skilfully to utilise a range of methods; it involves the character or virtues of the reader. So to 
read the Bible well we need to be transformed into the likeness of Christ and to be 
transformed into the likeness of Christ we need to read the Scriptures well (among several 
other things!). This is a ‘virtuous circle’ not a ‘vicious’ one!  

Thus we really need to become lifelong apprentices of Christ through the Scriptures. 

This is one reason why Bible Society has produced a training course called H+ - Making 
Good Sense of the Bible, to help support normal Christian people in the process of engaging 
honestly and fruitfully with the Bible in our day. Do check out the H+ website 
http://www.hplus.org.uk for more details. 
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